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Give a gift of love this holiday season with homemade favorites from your kitchen. Everyone leads
such busy lives, and gifts from your kitchen are thoughtful and much appreciated tokens of affection
for family, friends and co-workers. This 150 holiday recipe collection includes strategies to make
your preparations easier, as well as tips to make your finished products tastier and more attractive.
Also included are loads of unique ideas to package your creations for gifts that are memorable and
maybe even photo worthy. Holiday Recipes not only has 150 recipes for your holiday table, but has
all kinds of ideas for gifts from your kitchen, including an internet address for free printables â€“
Christmas cookie pouches, bag toppers and hang tags for your baked goods. Give your homemade
gifts in style this year.
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Oh boy do I love cookbooks! I read them for fun because so many great stories come out of a
cookbook. People are always happy when they are cooking and even happier when they are
eating....so I love them! This one is fantastic. As much as I love to READ cookbooks, it doesn't
make me a GOOD cook so these recipes were written for me. The steps are very easy, the tips are

perfect, the pictures help guide me to ensure I cooked it the right way (trust me, it helps). I made a
Spiced Cranberry Dip this weekend that everyone raved about. Highly recommend!

Many of us stress over what to give for the holidays. Making your own gifts can be an excellent
alternative to purchasing expensive store-bought products that often get little to no use. Why not
give something youâ€™ve made yourself, and something the recipient can eat? Holiday entertaining
can be a hassle. Coming up with party platter recipes can be a chore. This book is chockfull of ideas
for holiday gift-giving and party-planning.Whether youâ€™re searching for gift ideas for
acquaintances (mail carriers, teachers, neighbors, etc.) or even for close friends and family
members, this book has plenty of options to choose from. Opening with a wonderful selection of
breads and closing with pies, thereâ€™s something for everyone within the pages of this book. The
candy selection is fantastic. The sweet and savory recipes (dips, cheese balls, appetizers and
more)â€¦are yummy! Reuben Dip? Genius! There are also plenty of recipes for everyoneâ€™s
favorite â€“ cookies. Whatâ€™s really great about this book is that the recipes are easy, quick and
simple to follow. Who doesnâ€™t appreciate that at holiday time?The author gives plenty of
packaging ideas to dress these delicious gifts up for the holidays. Whether youâ€™re looking for a
rustic, homespun look or a more fancy, elegant look, readers will find inspiration here. The author
has also kindly included several links to sites where readers can go to print labels and gift tags.I
would highly recommend Holiday Recipes: 150 Easy Recipes and Gifts From Your Kitchen to
anyone who loves giving gifts created by hand!

The recipes all sound wonderful although I could tell the author is very fond of orange but that's fine,
I am too. They may be a bit easy for some accomplished cooks but as long as the results are
delicious I have no problem with that. The variety of recipes is worth the price of admission. I
recommend it also because most of the recipes could be used year round not just at the holidays.

I found this book very helpfull with easy to do recipies, a lot of interesting tips andi would definatley
recomend it to everyone who loves to cook because there are loads of fantastic recipies.

Very beginner's level cookbook. A lot of the recipes use cans of biscuits, ready-made dough,
pudding mix, cake mix and other ready made mixes. There are also several microwave recipes.
There are a few potential good recipes in here, but glad I didn't pay money for it.

Always looking for new and tried and true recipes from the past. This had some great recipes that I
look forward to trying. Not only that the recipes are printed in a way that make them easily readable
and accessible. Lots of new ideas for wrapping food gifts. Loved all the tips. Beautifully illustrated
book.Barbara A. Whittington, AuthorVada FaithEzra and Other StoriesDear Anne: Love Letters
from Nam

I tried the reindeer cookies for a cookie exchange and they came out great. They are very original
and I know they will be a hit. All the other recipes look easy, but delicious. However The book is
worth the price for the reindeer cookies alone.

It was a free eBook and we always give free eBooks five stars. as we think it encourages the
publishers to continue to provide freebies...and we like to encourage that kind of behavior. If we
don't find it useful, then we just never open it again.
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